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WARGAMING AND INTELLIGENCE EDUCATION

FOREWORD

In this paper, Dr. Lockwood establishes the practical value to be gained by intelligence
professionals who pause to participate in conflict simulations usually credited only with
the capacity to improve operational decisionmaking skills. His participation in the future-
oriented U.S. Army-After-Next Winter Wargame, and his commentary on that experience
in these pages, verify his observations about the intelligence instructional value of histori-
cally oriented simulations. Finally, as a rejoinder to the author's note that simulations can
demand more time than is usually available to students in an organized setting, Visiting
Professor LtCol Donald Hanle (USAF) offers a Postsclipt that commends one particular
information warfare-oriented game as a classroom timesaver.

Comments pertaining to this paper are invited and should be forwarded to: Director,
Office of Applied Research, Joint Military Intelligence College, DIAC, Bolling AFB,
Washington, DC 20340-5100.

Dr. Russell G. Swenson, Director, Office of Applied Research
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WARGAMING AND INTELLIGENCE EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

Wargames and their employment in professional military education have a long and
venerable history, although their use in the intelligence arena has never been extensive.
This is unfortunate, because wargames, whether of the commercial "board game" or com-
puter variety, can demonstrate the true importance of strategic and tactical intelligence
through their inherent ability to demonstrate the force multiplication factors that intelli-
gence brings to the tactical, operational, and strategic levels of war. I Moreover, when
employed in the proper context, wargames can also be used to illustrate the six principles
of intelligence: accuracy, objectivity, usability, relevance, readiness, and timeliness. This
paper offers two examples of commercial wargame use in courses taught at the Joint Mil-
itary Intelligence College. These wargames demonstrate the influence and importance of
intelligence in attaining victory at the tactical and operational levels. The paper will also
examine the intelligence education potential of the Army-After-Next Winter Wargame
(AANWWG), a computer-assisted strategic-level wargame conducted at the U.S. Army
War College.

Case One: The Battle of Gettysburg

The author first used a commercial wargame in a Joint Military Intelligence College
(JMIC) course on Intelligence and the Operational Level of War. One two-hour, forty-
minute class period was devoted to a classroom simulation of the battle of Gettysburg,
with the class having been divided up beforehand into Union and Confederate staffs.

The wargame selected for this purpose was from the author's wargame collection. The
game, Lee vs. Meade: The Battle of Gettysburg, was produced by RAND Game Associ-
ates, a private wargaming company whose business survived only two years. Lee vs.
Meade, one of their finest efforts, was also the first wargame they produced. Although it
has been out of print for over twenty years, it appeared that the wargame, with minimal
modifications, could be used as an excellent vehicle for demonstrating the value of intelli-
gence at the tactical and operational levels.

Because many students in this elective class were already conversant in military his-
tory, to stick to the historical scenario for Gettysburg would be to provide an unrealistic
degree of intelligence to the participants before the game had even started. Instead, the
students were treated to a "what if' version of Gettysburg, in which both sides would be
allowed to change the order of march for their respective units along the roads approach-
ing the Gettysburg battlefield. Although both sides would have the same forces available

I A revealing discussion of the potential use of commercial wargames as a vehicle for intelligence education is
in Chapter 5 of LTC Wilbur E. Gray (USAR), Playing War: The Applicability of COlllmercial Conflict Simu-
lations to MililalY Intelligence Training and Educalion, MSSI Thesis (Washington, DC: JMIC, September
1995). LTC Gray was one of the first graduates of the JMIC Reserve Program, and has published numerous
articles on wargaming.



to them that they had "historically," allowing both sides to change the order of march
would reintroduce the "fog of war" to the encounter, thus resulting in a fundamentally dif-
ferent battle. (See accompanying Order of Battle tables and student instructions.)

Another modification of the wargame for this class was a liberalized provision for
simultaneous blind movement by both sides, with a strict time limit of three minutes
enforced for the "decision" portion of each game turn.2 Each commander had to commit
his forces before the start of the game to a specific order of march along any of the allo-
cated roads approaching Gettysburg. This order of march was given to the game referee,
who then brought Union and Confederate units onto the battlefield in accordance with
their order of march. Since neither side could be certain as to the real order of march of
the other side, nor even which roads they would be using, thjs further contributed to the
intelligence "fog" surrounding the campaign. Once the units were actually on the battle-
field and moving to contact, the identities of the units were concealed by inverting the unit
counters so that only the blank side could be seen by the game participants. Although sim-
ply "seeing" units moving along roads on the wargame mapboard gave both sides some
limited tactical intelligence, neither side could know a given unit's identity or combat
strength until it had come within combat range of the unknown unit. This feature taught
both sides to use their cavalry units in an intelligence-gathering role, and not just as
"mobile infantry."

Instructions to Students

You have been divided into two "headquarters staffs," one Union, the other Confederate, to replay this
"what if" version of the battle of Gettysburg. Both sides have the same forces available to them that
they had historically; the difference in this simulation is that you now control the order of march for
your respective armies, in addition to the tactics and operational strategy you will employ once your
armies are in contact. This creates a true "fog of war" for this simulation, as neither side can be cer-
tain as to the exact order of battle, dispositions, and intentions of the other side.

On your respective order of battle sheets, please list the road that each of your units will be using to
enter the battlefield, as well as in what order they will be marching along the road. For example if the
"Union 1/1 Infantry" is first in the order of march on the Baltimore Turnpike, you would write "Baltimore
Turnpike (1)" to the right of that unit's name on your sheet. Please note that every unit you have
marching along a given road imposes a minimum one-hour delay for each succeeding unit. Therefore,
trying to march all of your units in along one road will impose a severe delay in enabling you to get
your entire army onto the battlefield quickly. Use your available roads wisely!

Because your order of battle sheets are the most critical item of intelligence information that each
side has, do not let the other side see them, or you will be at a severe disadvantage once the battle
begins. Please contact Dr. Lockwood as soon as you have completed your sheets, and he will
arrange to pick them up from you prior to the simulation. Good luck!

2 In Lee Vs. Meade, each game turn represents one hour of "real time." Compressing the time allowed for
tactical or operational decision making to three minutes per turn produced the desired degree of mental
pressure on the game participants. which in turn helped simulate the atmosphere of confusion and chaos
on a real battlefield.
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Union Order of Battle for Gettysburg

List to the right of each unit the road it will be marching on. Numbers in parentheses indicate relative
combat capability; the higher the number, the greater the capability

Infantry
1st Div!1 Corps(4)
2nd Div!1 Corps(3)
3rd Div!1 Corps(3)
1st Div!11Corps(5)
2nd Div!11Corps(4)
3rd Div!11Corps(5)
1st Div!111Corps(6)
2nd Div!111Corps(6)
1st DivN Corps(5)
2nd DivN Corps(4)
3rd DivN Corps(4)
1st DivNI Corps(5)
2nd DivNI Corps(5)
3rd DivNI Corps(6)
1st DivlXl Corps(3)
2nd Div!XI Corps(3)
3rd Div!XI Corps(4)
1st DivlXll Corps(5)
2nd Div!XII Corps(5)

Artillery
I Corps Arty(2)
II Corps Arty(2)
III Corps Arty(2)
V Corps Arty(2)
VI Corps Arty(2)
XI Corps Arty(1)
XII Corps Arty(2)
1st Regt Arty(2)
1st Volunteer Arty(2)
2nd Volunteer Arty(1)
3rd Volunteer Arty(2)
4th Volunteer Arty(2)

Cavalry
1!1 Cay (1)
2!1 Cay (1)
1!2 Cay (1)
3!2 Cay (1)
1!3 Cay (1)
2!3 Cay (1)
Rs!1 Cay (1)

Horse Artillery
1st Horse Artillery (1)
2nd Horse Artillery (2)

Headquarters
USA HQ (Meade)

Available Roads
Emmittsburg Road
Taneytown Road
Baltimore Turnpike
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Confederate Order of Battle for Gettysburg

List to the right of each unit the road it will be marching on

Infantry' (Units are division size)
Anderson(9)
Early(7)
Heth(9)
Hood(8)
Johnston(8)
McLaw(9)
Pender(8)
Picket(9)
Rodes(8)

Artillery
I Corps Arty(3)
II Corps Arty(3)
III Corps Arty(3)

Cavalry
Hampton(2)
Jenkins(1 )
F. Lee(2)
WH.F. Lee(2)

Horse Artillery
C.B.(2)

,Headquarters Unit
CSA (R.E. Lee)

Available Roads
Chambersburg Road
Mummasburg Road
Carlisle Road
Harrisburg Road

Each Confederate division includes its own organic artillery, and so does not require the addition of corps artillery to
conduct artillery supported attacks, although the Confederate commander may include them if desired.

Finally, the nature of the tactical combat system itself helped reinforce the importance
of tactical intelligence. Once individual units were committed to combat, each com-
mander would select from a list of offensive or defensive tactics to determine his
approach for that particular engagement. The offensive commander, if he had artillery
available, could select from as many as six different offensive tactics. If without artillery,
he had only four from which to choose. The defensive commander likewise had six differ-
ent tactics to choose from, regardless of whether he had artillery support available. Each
commander would then give his chosen "tactic" to the referee, who would match them up
on a tactical combat matrix to determine tactical advantage (if any), figure the relative
combat odds, and then roll a die to simulate any "chance" occurrences in the engagement.
The referee would then announce the results of combat, move the units as appropriate,
remove any units that were no longer combat-effective, and then proceed with the next
engagement. This process was repeated for each game turn until the classroom simulation
time was up, followed by a brief "after-action" review of the wargame results and a dis-
cussion of lessons learned.
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The enthusiastic response to this initial use of the wargame encouraged its use in an
Intelligence and National Military Strategy class at the National Security Agency and in
the JMIC Reserve graduate program. In the latter instance, two entire seminars faced each
other in the simulation over an entire class day, allowing these groups to fight the entire
length of the three-day campaign.

These simulations exceeded even the author's expectations in terms of their learning
value. The "fog of war" created by the "what if' scenario produced several instances of
tactical and operational surprise. particularly in the day-long simulation involving the
PGIP Reserve program. For example, the Confederate side had managed to obtain the
actual copy of the Union Order of Battle from their unsuspecting opposite numbers on the
Union side. Armed with this intelligence advantage, the Confederate commander was able
to determine that he would have a significant battlefield superiority for a few crucial hours
on the first day of the battle. He used this knowledge to plan an aggressive tactical offen-
sive designed to drive the Union away from the heights south of Gettysburg, then estab-
lished a strong defensive position.

The Union commander, on the other hand, was handicapped by his relative lack of
intelligence information. which hampered all but the most conservative planning. Once
the Confederate commander unleashed his surprise offensive during the first day, the
Union commander was forced to improvise almost continuously during the battle to adapt
to the changing situation. The strict time limits imposed on both sides made detailed plan-
ning impossible once contact was made with the enemy. The Confederate intelligence
advantage in this instance very nearly resulted in victory, and only a desperate Union
counterattack that resulted in the death of Robert E. Lee prevented a Confederate victory.
Student participants in all seminars reported that the Gettysburg "what if' simulation was
their best learning experience in their respective courses, as it illustrated, as no lecture
could, the importance of tactical intelligence to the outcome of an operational campaign.

Case Two: The Pacific Campaign in World War II

The use of a strategic-level commercial wargame at the JMIC did not appear feasible.
mainly because of the constraints of classroom time in the full-time JMIC graduate pro-
gram, coupled with the fact that full-time students normally do not have the "free time"
after class that would be required to do justice to a strategic-level wargamc.

In the case of the graduate Reserve program, however, the situation was different.
Because these students devote an entire weekend to JMIC classes, the concern about
classroom time disappeared. Also, as these students take only two classes at anyone time,
fewer distractions exist. Moreover, the enthusiastic response to the day-long Gettysburg
simulation encouraged the author to try an additional experiment with wargames as an
intell igence education vehicle.

In line with continuing interest in World War II operations, another "out of print" war-
game entitled Victory in the Pacific, produced by the Avalon Hill Game Company, was
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selected for its strategic intelligence educational potential. This game also had to be mod-
ified for the best application of strategic intelligence principles. In order to get away from
the "historical scenario" problem, the author invented the following "what if' scenario:

In this "what if' simulation of World War II in the Pacific Theater, the Japanese
have learned of the compromise of their Purple code before their planned strike
against Pearl Harbor. Fearful that their Pearl Harbor raid has been compromised,
the Japanese Imperial Staff cancels its planned Pearl Harbor raid, but at the same
time initiates the practice of changing its codes on a regular basis, thus depriving
the US. of a significant intelligence advantage. This scenario, which assumes an
intact U.S. fleet without the advantage of codebreaking, simulates the effect of a
loss of strategic intelligence in the WWII Pacific campaign.

The effects of this loss of intelligence were simple enough to simulate in Victory in the
Pacific. In the commercial wargame, the US. intelligence advantage is portrayed by hav-
ing the Japanese player move all of his forces first. The U.S. player then is able to see the
Japanese move before deciding how to deploy his fleet and air units in response to it. In
the "what if' scenario, the loss of strategic intelligence is simulated by having both sides
write down their moves for their fleet, air, and Marine units simultaneously, then submit-
ting them to the referee.

Because this is a strategic-level wargame, with each game turn representing 6 months
of real time, little need exists to put the players under artificial time constraints in order to
simulate the time pressure of a tactical battle. In practice, however, the referee encouraged
each side to spend no more than 20 minutes in deliberating each move. Fortunately, the
game mechanics of Victory in the Pacific were simple enough that players did not have to
encumber themselves with learning the rules of a game system, but instead could concen-
trate on strategy. (See accompanying student instructions and map illustration.)

As might be expected, the effect of the loss of an important source of US. strategic
intelligence in this simulation was dramatic, and kept the Japanese Imperial fleet a threat
far longer than would otherwise have been the case. There were several instances of
opposing fleet task forces "blundering into each other." Not until the final game turn, in
fact, did the US. commander achieve a strategic victory over the Japanese by the narrow-
est of margins. Instead of a decisive US. victory, the loss of strategic intelligence in the
Pacific made the entire Pacific campaign a virtual tossup, which all students acknowl-
edged could easily have gone either way. Because both sides had to rely heavily on fleet
patrolling to determine the dispositions of the other side, operational surprises were more
common, with an outcome frequently in the Japanese favor. Only the sheer weight of US.
carrier production capacity, coupled with a more aggressive "high risk" strategy on the
part of the US. Pacific Fleet commander, enabled the US. to turn the tide of Japanese
advance in the Pacific without the benefit of strategic intelligence.
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WWII Pacific Campaign Instructions (Japan)

In this scenario, you no longer have strategic surprise at Pearl Harbor, but you have the option to attack
Pearl on the first turn, and any succeeding turns, in addition to any other U.S. possessions in the Pacific
theater. Because this simulation is scored on a points system, you gain victory points for being in
possession of a sea area at the end 01a game turn. These areas, and your starting ships, are listed below.
Numbers in parentheses indicate relative air strike capabilities.

Aircraft carriers (CV) Cruisers (CA)
Shokaku (4) Aoba
Zuikaku (4) Furutaka
Akagi (4) Kako
Kaga (4) Kinugasa
Soryu (3) Kitakami
Hiryu (3) Oi
Ryujo (3) Marine Divisions
Zuiho (2) Yokosuka
Hosho (1) Air Fleets

Battleships (BB) 21 Airllot (3)
Mutsu 22 Airllot (3)
Nagato 23 Airllot (3)
Fuso 24 Airllot (3)
Hyuga 25 Airllot (3)
Ise 26 Airllot (3)
Yamashiro Submarines
Haruna 1st I-boat fleet
Hiei Sea Areas Controlled
Kirishima Japanese Islands
Kongo Marianas

Cruisers (CA) Marshalls
Ashigara Ports Available
Atago Yokosuka
Chokai Truk
Haguro Saigon
Maya Island Bases
Myoko Okinawa
Nachi Saipan
Takao Maloelap
Chikuma Kwajalein
Kumano
Mikuma
Mogami
Suzuya
Tone
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WWII Pacific Campaign Instructions (U.S.)
In this scenario, the Japanese no longer have strategic surprise at Pearl Harbor, but they have the option to
attack Pearl on the first turn, and any succeeding turns, in addition to any other U.S. possessions in the
Pacific theater. Because this simulation is scored on a points system, you gain victory points for being in
possession of a sea area at the end of a game turn. These areas, and your starting ships, are listed below.

Aircraft carriers (CV)
Enterprise (4)
Lexington (4)
Saratoga (4)
Hornet (4)
Yorktown (4)
Hermes (1) (British)

Battleships (BB)
Nevada
Arizona
West Virginia
Tennessee
Oklahoma
Maryland
California
Pennsylvania
Revenge (British)
Prince of Wales (British)
Repulse (British)

Cruisers (CA)
New Orleans
San Francisco
Louisville
Pensacola
Indianapolis
Minneapolis
Houston
Salt Lake City
Northampton
Chester
Chicago
Portland
Astoria
Vincennes
Quincy
Exeter (British)
De Ruyter (British)
Australia (British)
Canberra (British)

Marine divisions
None

Air Fleets
7th Air Force (Pearl)
5th RAF (Indonesia)

Submarines
None

Sea Areas Controlled
Hawaiian Islands
U.S. Mandate
Coral Sea
South Pacific
Central Pacific
Indian Ocean
Bay of Bengal
Indonesia

Starting Ports
Pearl Harbor
Samoa
Australia
Ceylon
Singapore

Island Bases
Johnston Island
Dutch Harbor
Attu
New Hebrides
Guadalcanal
Lae
Midway
Andaman Islands
Philippines
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Source: Reproduction of part of the Victory in the Pacific gameboard, originated by the Avalon Hill
Game Company, Baltimore, MD, 1977, and available at http://mail.med.upenn.eduJ-leete/vitpmap.html

A drawback to this run of the strategic-level simulation was that it required eight hours
of classroom time. This problem was addressed by spreading the simulation over two drill
weekends, splitting the game into two four-hour halves. Each four-hour session was then
held on Saturday afternoon, after the close of regular classes, from 1530-1930. Even
given these limitations, however, the simulation, in the words of participants, offered a
valuable learning experience, in that it showed how the lack of a crucial source of strate-
gic intelligence (in this case, Signals Intelligence) severely hampered U.S. operational
planning in the Pacific theater.

In both of the case studies examined thus far, the wargames demonstrated the value of
intelligence as a potential force multiplier, and also illustrated the significant hampering
effect that the lack of such intelligence has on tactical and operational planning. An addi-
tional unanticipated benefit was the intelligence and counterintelligence "byplay" that
took place outside of the game itself, as both sides sought not only to gather information
of all kinds about the upcoming battle or campaign, but also to conduct intelligence and
deception operations against each other, with varying degrees of success.

10
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Case Three: The Army-After-Next Winter Wargame (AANWWG)

The author accepted an invitation to participate in the January 1997 Army-Alter-Next
Winter Wargame (AANWWG). Although the author has been a wargaming tournament
participant since 1972, this unique opportunity to experience a global. strategic-level war-
game focused on the year 2020 was compelling. Having also been an intelligence officer
in both the active and reserve components of the U.S. Army since 1977, the author's
assigned role as a member of the RED Policy-Strategy cell provided an additional motiva-
tion. Major General Scales, director of the Army Winter Wargame. had exhorted players
to find the surprises that lie in wait on the 2020 battlefield. The players not only did that.
but also uncovered wargaming limitations and unexpected utilities, to include some bene-
fits for the study and application of strategic intelligence.

Highlights

The global. strategic AANWWG featured "free play." A "free-play" wargame, unlike
most earlier large-scale wargames, is one in which the players are unconstrained by any
scripted or predetermined outcome. All participants in the Winter Wargame thus were free
to devise their own strategies in accord with achieving perceived national goals in 2020.

To make the results of this free-play wargame as realistic and useful as possible, over
500 participants simulated most of the world's nations assumed to exist at that time. with
the majority of participants making up various echelons of the BLUE side. The remaining
wargamers were selected based on their individual expertise and experience with the
countries being simulated. The participants were not only [Tom the active and reserve
armed forces, but also the civilian defense and intelligence sectors, including a number
who had only recently retired from positions of senior leadership. Numerous experts were
brought in, ranging from independent consultants to representatives of major think tanks
sLlch as RAND Corporation, Booz, Allen & Hamilton. and Science Applications Interna-
tional Corporation (SAIC). The aim was to create a wargame whose participants could
replicate, as realistically as possible, the perceptions and viewpoints of the national actors
in 2020. But because a primary purpose of the wargame was to test the viability of
BLUE's "information-dominance" strategy and "high-tech" battleforce units. only the
BLUE side was simulated in great detail. with the key opponent (RED) and secondary
opponent (PINK) portrayed to a lesser degree.3

The wargame used a postulated "future history" of events leading up to military con-
frontation in 2020 between RED and BLUE. Such events as the incorporation of
Poland, Hungary. and the Czech Republic into NATO membership were virtual givens.
while the additional incorporation of Slovakia into NATO and the virtual absorption of

The major combatants in the wargame were referred to as BLUE. RED and PINK. even though any reader
can easily ascertain their actual identities. The reason for this fig leaf was that the wargallle was nOl designed
to predict who our future opponents would be in 2020, but rather to discern the nature of future operational
warfare. gi ven some hypothetical "near-peer" regional opponents.
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Belarus into RED as an "autonomous republic" were considered logical extrapolations
from the present.

With respect to warfighting capabilities of the major protagonists, the AANWWG
designers used the same sort of "straight-line" extrapolation, with minor exceptions.
Militarily, BLUE was considered to be the only "high-tech" superpower. while RED and
PINK were considered regional "near peers" with comparable but inferior capabilities.4

The crucial assumption about BLUE's "information-dominance" strategy was that it
would have uncontested superiority in space. This assumption would later prove to be a
decisive influence on the course and outcome of the wargame, as both RED and BLUE
possessed considerable capability for "space denial," notwithstanding BLUE's acknowl-
edged overall superiority.s

Initial intelligence assessments of both sides had a decisive effect on their initial
courses of action. BLUE estimated that RED was preparing for an offensive against
Poland, presumably in response to Polish agitation of Belarussian nationals. RED con-
cluded that a direct war against a BLUE-NATO alliance would be suicidal, and instead
responded to Polish agitation by occupying Belarus with its military forces. In actions
that were further contrary to BLUE expectations, RED opted for a limited war against
Ukraine, coupling this with a simultaneous preemptive strike in space at the outset of the
war in order to nullify BLUE's space superiority and reduce BLUE's ability to respond
quickly to RED's invasion of Ukraine. This was because of RED's assessment that
BLUE's dependence on satellites for its information-dominance strategy was the crucial
"center of gravity" for BLUE, and therefore offered the only real opportunity for RED to
obtain an early asymmetric advantage over BLUE.

RED's preemptive strike in space and invasion of Ukraine achieved virtually complete
strategic surprise, paralyzing BLUE both politically and militarily. In the words of one
observer, "In the opening engagement, they took out most of our space-based capabilities.
Our military forces just ground to a halt.,,6 BLUE intelligence assessments had not admit-
ted even the possibility of such a combination of actions. Part of this could be attributed to
some complacency on the part of BLUE. Indeed, in pregame briefings of the assembled
wargame participants, the prevailing underlying attitude seemed to be that the validation
of BLUE's information dominance strategy and force structure was all but a foregone
conclusion. The role of RED and PINK in all of this apparently was to serve as "punching

4 RED was estimated to have attained a 2010 level of technology for its armed forces, and was judged to be
just beginning to develop the kind of high-tech information-dominance-based forces associated with BLUE.
PINK, for its part, was considered to have attained late 1990s-equivalent technology for its armed forces.

5 The tenn "space denial" refers to the ability to knock out an opponent's space-based assets, and describes the
function of the forces in the space war that eventually took place between RED and BLUE. Whereas BLUE
paid much lip service to the notion of "space control;' and intellectually realized its implications, its actual
force structure was designed only to carry out a "space denial" strategy similar to what RED employed, as it
could not actually protect its space assets from destruction by RED.

6 William B. Scott, "Wargames Underscore Value of Space Assets for MilitalY Ops," Aviarion Week and Space
Technology 146, No. 18 (28 April 1997),60.
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bags" for BLUE's battle forces. Unfortunately, few of the BLUE participants remembered
or heeded Clausewitz's admonition that "war ... is not the action of a living force upon a
lifeless mass ... but always the collision of two living forces.',7

The psychological shock of RED's preemptive strike strategy on the BLUE leader-
ship was palpable. According to one account in Aviation Week and Space Technology, the
BLUE president was alarmed enough by the initial success of RED's strategy that he
immediately wrote a letter to Secretary of Defense William Cohen that emphatically
stated the need to reevaluate our real-world space posture.s The strategic surprise also
had its effect on BLUE's NATO allies. By deliberately waging a "limited war" against
Ukraine, which was not a NATO member (even though several thousand BLUE military
"advisers" were present in Ukraine, a consideration which further encouraged RED to
strike in space against BLUE), RED had succeeded in driving a wedge between BLUE
and its NATO allies. Because Article Five of the NATO Charter had not been invoked,
the NATO allies were unwilling to provide airbase support to BLUE for any unilateral
counteroffensive in Ukraine.

This created the first real "crisis" in the Winter Wargame. Not only had RED under-
mined the heart of BLUE's information-dominance strategy by achieving virtual parity
in space with BLUE in the first 24 hours, but RED's preemptive-strike/limited-war strat-
egy was threatening to win the Winter Wargame quickly. Not only would such an event
have been politically and publicly embarrassing, it would have forced the adherents of
BLUE's high-tech strategy and force structure to rethink their entire approach, if not
abandon it altogether. Wargame controllers were forced to intervene by introducing cer-
tain artificialities in order to prevent RED from winning the wargame outright. One of
these artificialities compelled NATO to provide airbases to BLUE to support its unilat-
eral intervention against RED in Ukraine. Another contrivance involved continuing to
compute the combat values of BLUE as if it still possessed superiority in space, rather
than acknowledging the parity that actually existed?

Faced with a war in space that it had not anticipated, BLUE responded in the only way
left to it, by mounting a counteroffensive to reduce RED's assets for space operations and
space denial. Part of this action saw BLUE SOF (Special Operations Forces) attacks
against ground-based space operations targets in the RED homeland. It must be pointed
out at this juncture that both sides possessed systems which were admirably suited for a
strategy of space denial, but badly designed for space control. Both sides had Space-
Based Lasers (SBLs), orbiting Kinetic Kill Vehicles (KKVs), Fractional Orbital Bom-
bardment Systems (FOBS), Ground-Based Lasers (GBLs), and other Anti-Satellite Weap-
ons (ASATs). Given this array of systems, the only way a space control strategy could be
executed successfully would be to adopt a policy of preemptive strike in a crisis. For

Carl von Clausewitz, On WG/; eds. Michael Howard and Peter Paret (ptinceton. NJ: Princeton University
Press, 1989), 77.

8 Scott, 60.

9 This is not to say that the wargame controllers had any real choice in the matter. Because no one had antici-
pated the possibility of BLUE having anything other than information dominance and superiority in space,
those were the only combat values that were available to give BLUE units. In subsequent wargame "excur-
sions" following the Winter Wargame, these additional possibilities were included.
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BLUE, such an approach was deemed politically unacceptable; the same, however, did
not hold true for RED.

BLUE's counteroffensive in space eventually enabled it to regain a measure of superi-
ority by steadily reducing RED's space assets. Additionally aided by the aforementioned
intervention, BLUE was eventually able to defeat RED's invasion of Ukraine. The reac-
tion of RED's leadership once again caught BLUE by surprise. In a desperate effort to
stave off total defeat and force BLUE to halt its ground offensive, RED detonated a num-
ber of high-yield nuclear weapons in low-earth orbit. 10 This effectively destroyed most of
the world's military and commercial satellites. The rationale for this desperate maneuver,
as one RED strategist put it, was "even if every satellite in space is destroyed, it hurts
BLUE more than it hurts RED, because BLUE depends more on its satellites to carry out
its style of warfare." I I

Even though BLUE had succeeded in driving RED out of Ukraine, the chaos resulting
from the near-universal destruction of space assets compelled both RED and BLUE to
negotiate a cease-fire in the West, which promptly took effect. At this point in the war-
game, PINK, being in an opportunistic frame of mind, decided to launch its invasion of
Taiwan. As might be expected by this time, PINK's invasion of Taiwan met with even less
success than RED's abortive invasion of Ukraine, and was promptly repelled by BLUE's
combined land, sea, and air forces.

Military Lessons

Although BLUE technically "won" the wargame, it was generally, if only tacitly, rec-
ognized by the participants in the subsequent Senior Seminar that it had been a Pyrrhic
victory, both because of the rapid escalation of the conflict and the extensive destruction
of the world's space assets. Moreover, all participants acknowledged that space control is
vital to any BLUE "information-dominance" strategy, although it was not clear to any
present how such a space control capability could be achieved or maintained, given
RED's successful preemptive strike.

Both the Senior Seminar report and the later Integrated Analysis Report by the U.S.
Army's Training and DoctIine Command (TRADOC) conceded that a preemptive strike
strategy in space offered asymmetric advantages to RED which BLUE found difficult to
anticipate or overcome. 12 In particular, RED's "Samson in the Temple" maneuver (as it was
dubbed by one RED observer) of using nuclear weapons to render space unusable to both

10 RED sent 30 of its mobile ICBMs, which it had been using in an ASAT role, into low eanh-orbit, armed with
high-yield nuclear warheads. Because RED had been using mobile ICBMs as ASATs with conventional war-
heads up to this point in the war, BLUE made no special effort to shoot them down.

11 Attributed to a RED Policy-Strategy team participant who wishes to remain anonymous.

12 AANWWG Senior Seminar Report (Carlisle, PA: U.S. Army War College, 6 February 1997), and TRADOC
Integrated Analysis Report (Ft. Monroe, VA: U.S. TRADOC, 28 May 1997). The TRADOC report was con-
siderably more guarded in its conclusions, no doubt reflecting the competing opinions regarding the Winter
Wargame's actual significance. The report also was careful not to mention some of the intemal play that the
author observed and has noted in this JMIC paper.
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sides for an indefinite period, was especially troublesome, as it offered the possibility of
attaining space superiority to the side better able to reconstitute its space assets through
superior launch capability, which in this case happened to be RED.

For advocates of a space control doctrine, the results of the Winter Wargame provided
scant comfort, since the existence of "space denial" systems in significant numbers on
both sides created a "hair-trigger" prewar situation in space, with enormous incentives to
preempt in a crisis situation. As a consequence, uncontested space control on the future
2020 (let alone 2025) battlefield cannot be assumed as a given. An enterprising opponent,
even if technologically inferior, can still achieve strategic surprise through the timely use
of preemptive strikes against BLUE's center of gravity, its space systems.

Strategic Significance

RED's successful preemptive strike in space poses a critical problem, both for future
BLUE warfighting doctrine as well as strategic intelligence, as it will place a very high
premium on timely indications and warning. Even with timely strategic warning, how-
ever, BLUE's disinclination to adopt a preemptive strike posture in space is a serious
long-term vulnerability open to exploitation by any potential opponent, "near-peer" or
otherwise, as it concedes the strategic initiative in every future war to the opponent.

Even though some observers tried to downplay BLUE's space vulnerability by assert-
ing that no other country could afford the high-technology space denial systems postu-
lated for RED in 2020, this overlooks the fact that the nuclear attacks in space were
relatively far more damaging to BLUE's capabilities. Moreover, the attacks in space cre-
ated a situation with implications reaching well beyond the scope of the wargame;
namely, a global economic collapse that could result from the destruction of most of the
world's commercial space systems. As one Senior Seminar leader put it, "the nuclear
attacks in space took us back to 1950 in terms of technology." Even today, such sudden
wholesale destTuction of space systems would have devastating economic impact; in
2020, it could be catastrophic. 13

The events of the Winter Wargame foreshadow the ultimate danger inherent in
nuclear and ballistic missile proliferation: that any "near-peer competitor" or even
lesser-developed country acquiring such capabilities will be able not only to exploit
BLUE's most visible weakness in time of crisis or war, but also to hold the world's econ-
omy at risk. Given the potentially far-reaching consequences of our hypothetical future
war in space, the political and economic implications for both intelligence and defense
spending are immense.

u Scott, 61, quotes GEN Howell M. Estes ill, Commander in Chief of NORAD and the U.S. Space Command:
"Commercial space ... will become an economic center of gravity in the future. . the U.S. will be expected
to protect this new source of economic strength."
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Utility for Intelligence Education

Although future iterations of the AANWWG will no doubt teach us additional lessons,
the following are probably the most obvious lessons for intelligence education:

1. Wargames are only as good as the people who play them.

One of the positive benefits of the Army Winter Wargame was that it brought together
a large number of people with wide-ranging expertise, and provided a format in which
they could use their knowledge, experience, and creativity - a "free-play" wargame with
no predetermined outcome. What especially validated Winter Wargame results was that it
was conducted against a RED opponent who was far more than an inanimate punching
bag for BLUE. RED proved to be an intelligent opponent motivated to foil BLUE's strat-
egy with all the means at his disposal. In order for wargames of this nature to have any
utility at all, they must be conducted with the most skilled people available. Otherwise,
we may find ourselves basing future strategy and defense spending on the assumption of
an improbably foolish or passive opponent.

2. Beware of the hidden agenda.

If we are going to conduct a "futuristic" wargame at all, we have to be very honest
about our motives, and willing to accept the validity of the outcome, even if it conflicts
with what we wanted to have happen. It was very clear from the events of the AAN-
WWG that many participants had a vested interest in the outcome, which they antici-
pated would be a decisive BLUE victory. Such a victory would have vindicated the
validity and farsighted wisdom of the "information-dominance" strategy advocated by
many as the wave of the future. Some have been so intellectually arrogant as to proclaim
the advent of an era of unassailable American dominance in 21st century warfare. 14 The
results of the Winter Wargame challenged these assumptions. 15 If we wish to invest the
time and resources to conduct this style of wargame, then we must also have the courage
to face its outcomes.

14 This alTogance is exemplified in the recent aJ1icle, "The Future of Armored Walfare," Parameters 27, No.3
(Autumn 1997), SO-59, in which the author assumes an unchallengeable array of American technological
gadgetry while simultaneously showing no awareness of U.S. vulnerability in space. A recent book by
George and Meredith Friedman, The Future of War (New York: Crown Publishers, 1996), acknowledges the
potential for war in space, but ignores the possibility of nuclear weapons use by an enterprising opponent.
Charles J. Dunlap. Jr, "21 st Century Land Warfare: Four Dangerous Myths," Parameters 27, No.3 (Autumn
1997),27-37, goes a long way toward recognizing the dangers of complacency. But of the contemporary stra-
tegic analysts, the only one to acknowledge this problem fully is James F. Dunnigan, How to Make War: A
Comprehensive Guide to Modem Watfare for The POST-Cold War Era (New York: William Morrow and Com-
pany, Inc., 1993),394-395.

15 Ironically, Army War College waJ·game results concerning the vulnerability of U.S. space assets argue power-
fully against officials who might downplay these results, as the U.S. Army had no vested interest in uncover-
ing vulnerabilities in space.
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3. Wargames won't necessarily show you the best possible strategy, but they will
show you the ones that don't work.

Before the Japanese launched their June 1942 campaign against Midway, the Japanese
Imperial Staff had conducted a wargame of the Midway invasion that used their actual
plan of dividing the task force into four separate groups. Even though the first iteration of
the wargame showed that such a plan would be disastrously defeated, the Japanese Impe-
rial staff refused to accept the results. Instead, they tinkered with the parameters of the
wargame until they got the results they wanted, then proceeded to launch their disastrous
Midway campaign. 16

What this particular lesson of history should teach us is that wargames, assuming they
are skillfully conducted by the participants, can reveal hidden flaws in strategies and force
structures, assuming that we heed lesson number two above. What it should also teach us
is that there is no such thing as a perfect plan, an invincible strategy, or even an optimum
force structure. Depending on the political goals of the combatants, the nature of the inter-
national environment, and even the state of domestic political conditions, a resourceful,
motivated opponent can find an asymmeu-ic response to almost any strategy or force
structure, save the most prohibitively expensive ones. Moreover, even if the participants
refrain from tampering with the rules and parameters of a given wargame, there is the
danger that the rules themselves will create an artificial environment from which ostensi-
bly "good" lessons will be learned based upon a faulty wargaming paradigm.

4. Good wargames provide unanticipated insights which go beyond their intended
scope.

As mentioned above, the destruction of most of the world's space assets in the Win-
ter Wargame created an unanticipated consequence which went far beyond the scope of
what it was designed to simulate; namely, the global economic collapse. If such unan-
ticipated results do not themselves provide the basis for future wargames, they at least
provide considerable (if somewhat unpalatable) food for thought for our military and
political leadership.

Conclusion

It should be clear from the foregoing examples that both commercial and computer-
assisted wargames have something to offer the intelligence education process. Their prin-
cipal value lies in exposing students to historical examples of how intelligence can affect
the outcome of battle at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels. Commercial war-
games, when properly administered, offer one of the most cost-effective "hands-on"
learning experiences available. Short of fighting an actual battle, wargames provide the
best opportunity for putting theoretical "lessons" into actual practice.

16 John Prados, Combined FleeT Decoded: The SecreT HiSTory of American Intelligence and the Japanese Navy
in World War II (New York: Random House, 1995),313-314.
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The drawbacks to the use of commercial wargames, however, are twofold. The first is
that they are exceptionally time-consumptive, requiring the dedication, at the minimum,
of an entire class period in order to get the desired learning benefit. This does not include
the pre-class preparation required by the wargame "referee," who ideally ought to be the
professor. This leads us to the second drawback of commercial wargames, which is that
their success stands or falls on the skill of the referee. In the hands of an inexperienced
referee, such experiences can be disastrous for the student, and an embarrassment for the
professor. If the professor himself (or herself) is not skilled in wargame administration,
then it is usually better not to use them unless an experienced student or fellow faculty
member is willing to volunteer the time.

And what of computer-assisted wargames like the AANWWG? The obvious advantage
of these wargames is that, because they are "future-oriented," their relevance and value
are more readily apparent to the student of intelligence than are the historical commercial
"mapboard" wargames. Moreover, because these wargames are computer-assisted, a good
software program can overcome the issue of referee skill, as the computer acts as the ref-
eree in resolving combat.

The most obvious drawback to the computer-assisted wargame is cost. In the absence
of resources to conduct a realistic wargame like the AANWWG as a recurring element of
instruction, the simple expedient of creating a special "technology lab" may negate this
limitation by enabling a school to tie into existing computer-assisted wargames wherever
they occur, thus allowing intelligence students to participate remotely in large-scale war-
games without the additional expense of having to travel to the wargame site.

As with commercial wargames, the other drawback to computer-assisted wargames is
their time requirement. Wargames like the AANWWG, for example, can take as long as
10 days to complete. Nonetheless, if the "value added" to the intelligence education pro-
cess from computer and commercial wargames is as great as signalled in the cases pre-
sented, then their integration into an intelligence-centered curriculum may be warranted.
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POSTSCRIPT
by Donald J. Hanle, LtCol, USAF

JMIC Visiting Professor

InfoChess*: A Competitive Strategy Educational Game

Wargaming is an effective and popular method for teaching and demonstrating com-
plex concepts and issues. When done well, a computer or board simulation can provide a
cost-effective means to enable students to convert theory into praxis. A frequent draw-
back, though, is that wargames require a major investment of time - both in terms of
time required to leam the rules and time necessary to play the game to a conclusion. Aegis
Research Corporation's InfoChess, developed by Edmund M. Glabus, solves the time
issue and provides an easily playable simulation for leaming the principles of infonnation
warfare. fnjo Chess , an adaptation of the venerable game of chess, adds a few specialized
rules but uses the standard chess playing board to simulate information operations in
command and control warfare (C2W).

Given the wide appeal of chess. nearly every classroom will have two or more students
who understand the basics of the game.* InfoChess is a registered trademark of the Aegis
Research Corporation. Introducing and teaching the few specialized rules that simulate
infonnation warfare takes only minutes, yet opens whole new vistas on infonnation oper-
ations. Each fnfoChess game or scenario can take as few as ten to twenty minutes, and no
scenario takes longer than thirty minutes, leaving ample time for discussion of lessons
learned. The lessons are further reinforced by a ten-to-fifteen minute debriefing during
which each side may query the other to detennine how well a given information warfare
strategy has worked. This interval may also be used by the instructor to reinforce concepts
or learning objectives.

InfoChess is designed to enable players to use inf01111ationwarfare elements, including
denial, deception, and intelligence collection, to gain a competitive advantage over their
opponent. Players must manage their physical assets - the chess pieces - and their finite
information resources - depicted by poker chips - to gain information dominance.
Information-resource points enable a player's team to buy more chess pieces or to pur-
chase an an'ay of C2W capabilities, to include: psychological operations, deception, oper-
ational security, electronic warfare. electronic countelmeasures, and reconnaissance
capabilities. Using three chess boards - one for each player team and one for the
controller-each in a separate room-the "fog of war" can easily be created. Students
rapidly acquire an appreciation for the power of intelligence and infoll11ation dominance.
It is not unusual for master's-level chess players to be bested by amateurs who employ a
better information-warfare strategy. In the classroom, novice players always seem to want
to purchase more forces when first introduced to the game. As these players gain experi-
ence in the force multiplication afforded by intelligence, however, controllers are often
asked if physical pieces can be cashed in to provide more information resources.

" InfoChess is a registered trademark of the Aegis Research Corporation.
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InfoChess also simulates asymmetrical warfare. By glVlng teams different victory
conditions - especially if neither side begins the game knowing what spells victory for
the opponent- players become extremely sensitive to the meanings signaled in each
opposing move, compelling students to assess their opponent's intentions as well as capa-
bilities. For example, although both sides would lose if their king were captured, the
instructor/controller may provide the black player with more information-resource points,
but restrict the number of casualties he may experience before he is compelled to resign.
This would simulate a powerful nation fearful of taking too many casualties in a war. The
white player's victory criterion might be to promote a pawn, thereby simulating a nation
waging a war to achieve a specific political, rather than military, objective.

Moreover, as teams improve their performance with exposure to the game, each team
can start with a different force structure, of which only some or perhaps none is known to
the other side. This places a premium on intelligence and information warfare capabili-
ties. For example, it is possible to feint a move while hiding one's actual move. Players
may use their information resources to purchase sufficient deception points to portray the
movement of a piece, say a knight, to depict a false move, and may pay additional
resources to purchase sufficient operational security points to hide the real move. Suc-
cessfully executed, this combination can easily cause the opponent to perceive a threat
building on the right, when in reality the threat is forming on the left.

In a recent classroom simulation, the black team played the role of an insurgency and
the white team the government forces. To simulate this, the white team had the full array
of pieces and the normal load of information-resource points. The black team, however,
began the game with less than half the normal starting pieces. Moreover, for the black
player, only the queen could attack and capture white pieces - the remaining pieces
being restricted to blocking white moves by holding key terrain. The only advantages the
black team had were superior intelligence, the ability to set up their side in any manner
they chose, and the ability to lay mines - simulated with pokerchips. A mine was lethal
to any white piece, but the black player had only a few of them and could only lay one
mine per turn. Although initially very confident their superior numbers would prevail,
the white team quickly became very cautious with the loss of a few key pieces to mines.
Despite being twice in a situation where they could have easily won with a single move,
their caution compelled them to play more conservatively. The insurgents, using OPSEC
to "hide" their queen, carefully and patiently moved her into a position to capture the
white king. In the postmortem, both sides agreed the key to victory was to gain and
maintain information dominance.

Feedback from students has been universally positive. Many concede that this is the
first time they have really understood the stresses placed upon operators who must make
decisions without having all the facts. All agree that InfoChess has given them a greater
appreciation for the power of information and intelligence in war in both offensive and
defensi ve operations.

Easy to learn, using widely available resources and general knowledge, InfoChess is an
effective means to simulate the vagaries of infonnation watiare.
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